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In contrast, Hunter notes these “goals” o
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 for the Unchurched” meets the issue head on.  He begins 
 “apostolic” and “traditional” congregations, which differ 

postolic congregations: 
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ople to the Word as possible! 
in prayer, and expect and experience God’s action in 

passion for lost, unchurched, pre-Christian people. 
more as warrant or privilege than mere duty.  Indeed, 
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  They are in regular spiritual conversation with someone 
try. 
to unchurched non-Christian people. (pp. 29,32) 
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religious,” not necessarily have a real relationship with 
ve, almost anything will do. 
us,” focusing on their particular theological bent. 



3. Some want people to “behave like us” according to their clear and often numerous moral 
rules. 

4. Some want people to have “an experience like ours,”  whether emotional or cultural. 
5. Some want people to “become like us” culturally…to look, dress and sound like us. 
6. Some want people to “be good citizens,” linking patriotism and citizenship with discipleship. 
7. Some want churches to “share our politics,” whether peace, pro-life, pornography or other 

issue. 
8. Some want people to “support the denominational church,” which focuses on perpetuating 

an organization through membership and financial giving. 
9. Some focus on “preparing people for heaven.”  Once a person is ready for heaven, not much 

other discipling is needed. 
10. Some have “sacramental goals” for people…baptism, confirmation and communion for 

“high” churches or Bible reading, prayer and other devotional activities for “low” churches. 
(pp. 36-41) 
 
His diagnosis is devastating in its implications.  The beliefs and behaviors of what Hunter 

calls “traditional” churches actually work against bringing people to a vital relationship with 
Jesus!  Hunter spends the rest of the book making strong arguments for overcoming cultural 
barriers, developing healthy, evangelistic need-meeting small groups and empowering lay people 
for active ministry in order to reach secular people.  He takes a look at such strong apostolic 
congregations as Willow Creek and Saddleback, Frazer Memorial United Methodist Church, 
Hope Presbyterian Church, Community of Joy, and some others to illustrate his principles. 

 
Hunter concludes with 10 pioneering principles of outreach in apostolic churches and 10 

ways apostolic churches communicate the gospel.  As with most of his writings, Hunter’s style is 
clear, concise, Biblical and practical.  If ministry leaders will heed what he has to say, they can 
lead their churches into ministry that build bridges to secular people rather than continuing to 
block their way into the Kingdom… and what had been a tragic oxymoron will become 
tremendous opportunities! 
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As always, please feel free to pass along editions of these “E-Team E-zines” to others.  If you’d 
like to have people added to this mailing list, contact me.  If you have insights, feedback or 

questions, I’m glad to hear them.  God’s best to you! 
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